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About This Game

Defense Grid: The Awakening is a unique spin on tower defense gameplay that will appeal to players of all skill levels. A horde
of enemies is invading, and it's up to the player to stop them by strategically building fortification towers around their base.
Beautiful environments, spectacular effects, and a dynamic, engaging soundtrack bring the world to life. The controls are

intuitive and the gameplay is deep — the special attacks and properties of each tower work together to provide many ways to
succeed.

High Replayability There are approximately 8 hours of gameplay in the main storyline, and many hours of play in
challenge modes that give players unique starting conditions and objectives. Each game level is very replayable, and can
be solved in many different ways, with increasing rewards for improved efficiency.

Wide Variety of Enemies Over the course of the game, players battle 15 different enemy types that become
increasingly stronger, and employ a variety of strategies in an attempt to bypass the player's defenses. As the levels
progress, the enemies become tougher and more difficult to defeat.

20 Unique Levels Defense Grid: The Awakening has 20 unique environments, each with a different placement of roads,
tower build locations, and open areas to plan a strategy around.

Numerous Tower Options and Upgrades There are 10 different tower types with 3 levels of capability each. Each
tower has unique trade offs that affect ideal placement, such as line-of-sight attack or ballistic trajectory fire. Some
towers improve other nearby towers, and some are ideal at specific locations, such as a rear guard tower that unleashes a
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devastating attack.

Steam Achievements Successfully completing each level provides a bronze achievement award. Additional goals
provide silver and gold awards for a particular level. A novice player may be able to survive the onslaught, but only an
experienced player will be able to get all of the gold achievements.

Defense Grid: Resurgence Map Pack

New Maps, New Strategies, New Experiences, and New Achievements From the Creators of Defense Grid
Defense Grid: Resurgence is the first premium expansion for Defense Grid: The Awakening and is made up of 8 new highly
polished and balanced maps from the original creators. Each week in June over four consecutive weeks a new pair of maps will
be released providing new environments and strategic experiences and requiring new ways of thinking to beat back the aliens

and protect your cores. Each map pack contains 2 maps each with a campaign mode and 4 additional modes associated with the
design of that level. New Steam achievements and high-score leaderboards are associated with each map pack.

Defense Grid: Resurgence Map Pack 1
Service Interruption and Height of Confusion

Two new challenging Defense Grid environments are the first two released in the Resurgence DLC. An obstructed road
to the core housing gives the aliens a significant advantage in Service Interruption. Choose your towers wisely! Height of
Confusion has a wide open surface, making for endless possibilities! Build anywhere you want in your defense of the
power cores!

Defense Grid: Resurgence Map Pack 2
Risk Exposure and Roundabout

Don’t miss out on the next two maps in the Resurgence series. Risk Exposure will allow you to discover your ability to
defend two independent power core housings! Limited build spaces will test your skills as you divide your resources to
discover optimal tower placement. On Roundabout, you will be faced with numerous possibilities for pathing and a
variety of elevation changes. This one will have you going in circles to contain the alien menace!

Defense Grid: Resurgence Map Pack 3
Urban Planning and Tactical Diversion

It’s the third of four great map packs in the Resurgence series. Urban Planning is a dense environment with restrictive
build spaces, forcing difficult decisions against continuously attacking hordes. In Tactical Diversion, survey the small,
snow covered platform and consider numerous possibilities. But be prepared for the aerial assault!

Defense Grid: Resurgence Map Pack 4
Kill Zone and Overflow

The final installment of the Resurgence series includes two more environments sure to challenge your tactical planning.
In Kill Zone, will you construct your defenses near the spiral road in, the spiral road out, or the open platform in the
middle? Perhaps all three! But you’ll need to be on your toes to deter the invaders. Overflow has numerous connected
platforms that will provide countless options to turn back the enemies. Will you be able to keep the cores safe?
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Title: Defense Grid: The Awakening
Genre: Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Hidden Path Entertainment
Publisher:
Hidden Path Entertainment
Release Date: 8 Dec, 2008

 a09c17d780 

Minimum: 

Supported OS: Windows XP, Vista

Processor: 1.8GHz CPU or higher

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Hard disk space: 1GB available space

DirectX version: DirectX 9.0c or higher, June 2008 version or later

Video: Video: DirectX 9 video card with shader 2 support such as the following:
  ATI Radeon 9600 or newer (9600-9800, X300-X1950, HD 2400-HD 4870)
  NVIDIA GeForce 6100 or newer (6100-6800, 7100-7950, 8300-8800, 9600-9800, or GTX 216-280)

English,French,Italian,German
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Honey, Kpop and Alien Anime? Sign me tf up!
10101\/10. This game is pretty good for what it is. I picked this game up on sale for half off, but I would've been willing to pay
full price for it had I missed the sale. It's goofy, it's fun, it's well executed, it captures that nostalgic feeling well, it's got a decent
amount of replayability, and it's a simple and enjoyable casual game. It's also actually quite entertaining for a paddle-and-ball
game.

_____

Pros-
_____

+it's funny
+it's witty (even if fairly childish with it's humor)
+looks good (which is important to 'bit' games)
+evel editor, albeit lacking
+co-op
+boss battles
+fair amount of difficulty
+feels like something new, even as a standard paddle-and-ball game
+I would consider it 'worth the money' because it offers a good amount of replayability

_____

Cons-
_____

-the diffuculty often feels like it comes just because of an overwhelming amount of enemies closing in and a small window of
space for your ball, and the 'diffuculty' feels more like BS than being hard to beat
-the level editor is lacking quite a bit compared to what is available in-game
-the second player's function only seems to be a one-time meat shield, however it is one time per level, not per game
-story falls a bit short considering it feels fairly story-driven; it's not horrible, but could use improvement
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So far, other than that, I don't see too much in this game, and I don't see it lacking in too many aspects either. It looks and plays
like a well-rounded paddle-and-ball game. I hope they take a few things into consideration when updating this game, especially
the level editor. I will continue to update my review if I find any other pros/cons that are noteworthy!. Just no. The graphics are
worse than the original Doom. The music can play one clip per action and the controls are awful.

As a note, if you have a controller connected half of the keys are for the controller and half for the keyboard. WTF. very good
for a free game, i will say that there are grammar mistakes but its very minor. i rate it a 8.5/10. Honestly I had my hopes very
high on this game. It looked very good, but I was disappointed. I just didn't find myself enjoying the game. It doesn't have that
twist it needed from the original.

PROS

+ Xbox One Graphics (Based off original game, it uses Xbox One style graphics)
+ New Weapon System
+ Controller Support
+ Story (Kind of)

CONS

Well really all I can say is

- No twist. Not unique enough from the original game.

As it shows there are more Pros than Cons, but I honestly think that con is enough to make me not play the game. It's just not
for me I guess. Hope this helped. 3/10. I cant even move the cards ! Its so buggy and i really want to play it :(. BEST GAME
EVER BETTER THAN COD BLOPS 3 FOR ZOMBIES AND BETTER THAT CSGO FOR MULTIPLAYER BEST GAME
EVER 1998 GAME OF THE YEAR REWARD

-jack spedicy
and jack jefflan. A simplified match-3 puzzle game, with nice artwork (backgrounds, mainly) and not-so-nice in-game art.
If you play this in its easy mode, there's no challenge at all; and actually it's not purely match-3: you just need to click on the
"more than 3" gems in order to pop them. Fortunately, every level can also be timed and so, made more challenging.
The story mode anyways is quite short, playable in three hours I think (60 total levels). And it doesn't need that much strategy.
And you have the well-known features of every match-3 or similar puzzle game: boosters, unpoppable blocks, coins to collect
and so on.
Story-wise, of course, it's worth nothing or little more. There's a small plot but it's weak even compared to pure smartphone
games.
Nevertheless, it still manages to be a nice way to spend some minutes in your day.
If you're into these kind of simple puzzle games and you've been playing them for years, I think this isn't a waste of time. Just
get this on sale - 4\u20ac of course is insanely high, but for instance now it comes for 0,50\u20ac and it's the right price for a
game like this.
Can't review this negatively - the premises are matched, you get what you are shown in the game's Steam page and I kinda liked
it. Music is also quite nice, and it's not that common in minimalistic puzzle games.
Quite simple, that's it. And it has also cards and achievements!. Less customization than V despite being newer. less characters
than IV despite being newer, defensive play is not as strong anymore and the reversal edge mechanic is terrible. the game feels
like a freaking cutscene at some points and I really wish theyd just port v to pc so i could play that instead. the game is okay but
when i think soul calibur i expect more than just "okay" i want something great.
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A balls to the wall fast paced murder blur.. Finally a VR game that isn't a wave based shooter! Controls are easy to pickup and
the movement is none nausiating which is always a treat. Quest text is hilarious which keeps you engaged, everything has a nice
layout to it so you can just plug in and get going! On getting a sword i decided i was a space marine and would stab everything to
death regardless of consequences... yelling "FOR THE EMPRAH" on each swipe.

Forgot to shut window blinds... neighbours probably looked in seeing my plodding around the centre of the room waving like a
maniac shouting to some deity.

10\/10 would alienate local community again.

Edit: Ms Lottie... best character ever!. AH,Good Childhood Time. Good game, but definitely not worth 5 bucks when you look
at it today. Consider buying the Popcap Comlete Pack instead.. 10\/10 Would fall in love with a demon teddy bear again. This
game is actually quite a but of fun, and at a little over 5 bucks it's not a big risk if you find out you don't enjoy it. There are
some things to note; like obviously you need a VR headset to work as without it you're not going to be able to do anything, there
are some minor bugs (like sometimes debris will remain on the screen longer than they're supposed to, but it's more of a niggle
that an actual annoyance.), and some people might find this repetitive, but those people probably don't have souls so it doesn't
really matter.

I love the beginning of the game; you're in this cool little room with a bunch of diplays and it really feels like you're there, the
scaling of that first room is done really well! Also, I like that you can just hop on it and there isn't a huge cutscene waiting for
you, you can just immediately PLAY! I know that tends to annoy me, especially when game studios remove the ability to skip
cutscenes - grr! So yay, thankfully I don't even have to deal with that with this little game. There is an optional tutorial which I
strongly suggest everyone goes through at least once, it will help you get your bearings and understand what you're supposed to
do! However, if you're one of those "I don't need no dang tutorial--I'm a rebel!" sorts then remembr, the tutorial is optional and
you can just jump in and figure things out on your own if you so choose to. (Honestly though, just do the tutorial, it's short and
pretty helpful.)

Next the actual play-experience! It's pretty surreal, you're basically floating in space, surrounded by all kinds of debris floating
around you, and it's your job to destroy as much debris as you possibly can. There's asteroids, aliens, lasers, boss fights, and
things you can collect from the debris to up the ante on your laser; more destructive power? Yes, please.

Lastly, the difficulty will always keep increasing to keep you on your toes. So there will be more enemies, more lasers
threatening to destroy you, and more boss fights as you continue on within the game. I was surprised by how much I actually
enjoyed this, but enjoy it I did!

Something very important to keep in mind; you're literally in the middle of all this debris which means some of it will be super
close to your personal space, the natural inclination is to move away... so keep away of where you are moving within your PLAY
AREA, because it is easy to lose yourself in the game and start moving away from your designated play zone and start knocking
yourself and your VR gear into the walls.

TL:DR - It's like stepping into those old arcade games, but now you're IN it, surrounded by it. It's fun, simple, and at 5.99 pretty
dang affordable. Definitely recommended
. the game dosn't nesaserily work. it has a ton of gliches that make the game almost unplayable so devs fix the game it dosn't
work.. I love the cane. The real unsung hero for Britain imho. I just got into the whole FSX thing so my planes are basically get
in and go, I haven'f fully utilized all the cockpit features but it's still fun to fly and installed without a hitch. Lots of variations
will keep you busy flying this for hours.
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